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SUMMARY
The mammalian genome has a complex, functional 3D organization. However, it remains largely unknown
howDNA contacts are orchestrated by chromatin organizers. Here, we infer from only Hi-C the cell-type-spe-
cific arrangement of DNA binding sites sufficient to recapitulate, through polymer physics, contact patterns
genome wide. Our model is validated by its predictions in a set of duplications at Sox9 against available in-
dependent data. The binding site types fall in classes that well match chromatin states from segmentation
studies, yet they have an overlapping, combinatorial organization along chromosomes necessary to accu-
rately explain contact specificity. The chromatin signatures of the binding site types return a code linking
chromatin states to 3D architecture. The code is validated by extensive de novo predictions of Hi-C maps
in an independent set of chromosomes. Overall, our results shed light on how 3D information is encrypted
in 1D chromatin via the specific combinatorial arrangement of binding sites.
INTRODUCTION

The genome of higher organisms has a complex spatial organi-

zation within the cell nucleus (Bickmore and Van Steensel,

2013; Dekker and Heard, 2015; Dekker and Mirny, 2016; Dixon

et al., 2016; Misteli, 2007; Sexton and Cavalli, 2015), as revealed

by recent technologies such as Hi-C (Beagrie et al., 2017; Bintu

et al., 2018; Boettiger et al., 2016; Cattoni et al., 2017; Finn et al.,

2019; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Quinodoz et al., 2018).

Chromosomes are folded in a sequence of Mb-sized domains

enriched in self-contacts, named topologically associating do-

mains (TADs) (Dixon et al., 2012; Nora et al., 2012), some of

which show strong loop interactions at their borders, referred

to as loop domains (Rao et al., 2017). Further chromatin struc-

tures include sub-TADs and larger domains such as A/B com-

partments (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009) andmeta-TADs (Fraser

et al., 2015). Importantly, such an organization serves vital func-

tional purposes; for instance, distal enhancers control their

target genes by establishing physical contacts with them, dis-

ruptions being linked to human diseases (Krijger and De Laat,

2016; Oudelaar et al., 2017; Spielmann et al., 2018). However,

it remains largely unknown how the multitude of specific DNA

contacts, e.g., between transcribed and regulatory regions, is

orchestrated by epigenetic signals and chromatin-organizing

molecules such as transcription factors (TFs).
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
To rationalize the complexity of Hi-C data, polymer models

from statistical physics (Barbieri et al., 2012; Bohn and Heer-

mann, 2010; Brackley et al., 2013, 2016a, 2017; Chiariello

et al., 2016; Fudenberg et al., 2016; Jost et al., 2014; Nicodemi

and Pombo, 2014; Nicodemi and Prisco, 2009; Di Pierro et al.,

2016; Sanborn et al., 2015; Di Stefano et al., 2016) and a variety

of computational methods (Li et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2018; Nir

et al., 2018; Serra et al., 2017) have been developed. A class of

models, such as the Strings and Binders (SBS) model (Nicodemi

and Prisco, 2009), has focused on the classical scenario where

loops and contacts between distal DNA sites are established

by diffusingmolecules such as TFs, or by some effective interac-

tion potential, bridging cognate binding sites by thermodynamic

mechanisms of phase separation (Barbieri et al., 2012; Bianco

et al., 2019; Bohn and Heermann, 2010; Brackley et al., 2013,

2016a, 2016b; Chiariello et al., 2016, 2020; Conte et al., 2020;

Jost et al., 2014; Nicodemi and Prisco, 2009; Di Pierro et al.,

2016; Di Stefano et al., 2016). Another interesting classical sce-

nario has been considered by off-equilibrium polymer models

where loops are formed by extrusion, e.g., by molecules that

bind to DNA and extrude a loop (Brackley et al., 2017; Fudenberg

et al., 2016; Sanborn et al., 2015), based on prior knowledge of

the involved molecular factors, such as CTCF binding sites.

Additionally, computational methods have been introduced for

deriving the genome 3D architecture from DNA sequence and
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epigenomic data, independently of the underlying physical pro-

cesses (Fudenberg et al., 2020; Qi and Zhang, 2019; Schwes-

singer et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019).

Here, we use a previously developed machine-learning

approach (PRISMR [Bianco et al., 2018]) that infers from only

Hi-C data of a given genomic region the minimal set of binding

sites best explaining its contact patterns through the molecular

mechanisms envisaged by the SBS polymer model. PRISMR

was originally applied to Mb-wide genomic regions. Here, we

extend it to explain high-resolution Hi-C data genome-wide in

human and mouse cell types, improving the statistical power

of our method by three orders of magnitude. That provides the

base to identify the location and combination of the putative

binding sites underlying chromatin physical contacts and to

derive a first characterization of their molecular features, thus re-

turning a code linking genome-wide architecture, epigenetics

(i.e., chromatin states), and function.

To validate our approach, we first show that the SBS polymer

model informed with the inferred binding sites recapitulates 5 kb

resolution in situ Hi-C data in human cells (Rao et al., 2014) and

40 kb resolution Hi-C data in murine cells (Dixon et al., 2012) with

high accuracy, illustrating that its minimal ingredients are suffi-

cient to make sense of a substantial fraction of contact patterns

genome-wide. For the sake of simplicity, we focus on the SBS

model, but the method can be extended to accommodate addi-

tional mechanisms, such as loop extrusion (Brackley et al., 2017;

Fudenberg et al., 2016; Sanborn et al., 2015).

Next, we validate the model by comparing its predictions

about the impact of mutations on chromosome conformation

against independent experimental capture Hi-C (cHi-C) data at

the Sox9 locus (Franke et al., 2016), providing insights into how

those distinct mutations produce different 3D structures (e.g.,

neo-TADs) and different enhancer hijackings, resulting in

different phenotypes.

Importantly, we find that the model’s different binding domains

fall in similar classes, well matching functional chromatin states

derived in linear epigenetic segmentation studies (Boettiger

et al., 2016; Ernst et al., 2011; Gifford et al., 2013; Ho et al.,

2014; Javierre et al., 2016). However, we discover that they

have an overlapping, combinatorial genomic distribution, lacking

in linear segmentations, required to explain Hi-C contacts with

high accuracy genome-wide. Finally, we employed the identified

code linking architecture and epigenetics to successfully predict

de novo, from only histone marks, the contact matrices of inde-

pendent chromosomes, as validated by distinct Hi-C data.

Overall, our results provide insights on how the 1D combinato-

rial arrangement of a comparatively small number of binding site

types, barcoded by distinctive epigenetic signatures, encodes

the architectural information guiding chromatin-organizing fac-

tors to form specific 3D contacts across chromosomal scales.

RESULTS

Distinct, yet genomically overlapping binding domains
explain Hi-C data genome-wide in a cell type-specific
manner
To dissect the molecular mechanisms that contribute to chro-

matin folding, we used the PRISMRmachine learning procedure
2 Cell Reports 38, 110601, March 29, 2022
(Bianco et al., 2018) to infer theminimal SBS polymer model best

explaining Hi-C contact maps across chromosomes in human

and murine cells (Figure 1A; see STAR Methods). In the SBS

model (Nicodemi and Prisco, 2009), a chromatin filament is

modeled as a self-avoiding string of beads, including specific

binding sites for diffusing molecules (here named binders). The

motion of beads and binders is subject to polymer thermody-

namics. The binders can bridge distal cognate sites along the

sequence via classical interaction potentials (Kremer and Grest,

1990), thus producing loops and physical contacts (Figure 1B). In

particular, in the SBS model, contact domains of homologous

sites are spontaneously established by their cognate binders

via a thermodynamic mechanism known as polymer micro-

phase separation (Barbieri et al., 2012; Chiariello et al., 2016;

Conte et al., 2020).

The PRISMR procedure learns from experimental Hi-C con-

tact data the minimal number of binding sites, their location

along the polymer chain, and their different types (visually repre-

sented by different colors, Figures 1A and 1B) that best repro-

duce the input data through polymer thermodynamics (see

STAR Methods). Below, the set of all binding sites of a given

type (color) along the polymer chain is named binding domain.

Importantly, PRISMR uses just Hi-C data as input, with no prior

knowledge of binding factors.

We applied PRISMR first to in situ Hi-C data on human

GM12878 B-lymphoblastoid cells at 5 kb resolution (Rao et al.,

2014) (Figure 1C). We derived the PRISMR contact matrices at

5 kb resolution and compared them with Hi-C data across chro-

mosomes (Figures 1E and S1A) to check whether the model in-

ferred binding domains (Figure 1D) could explain Hi-C contacts

genome-wide. We computed their Pearson correlation coeffi-

cient r, their distance-corrected Pearson correlation coefficient

r0, and their HiCRep stratum-adjusted correlation coefficient

SCC (Yang et al., 2017). The last two measures, in particular,

also account for genomic proximity effects (see STARMethods).

Model and experimental data were found to be comparatively

similar across the set of entire chromosomes, as r, r0, and SCC

range around r = 0.94, r0 = 0.74, and SCC = 0.86, respectively

(Figure S1B). Importantly, PRISMR captures Hi-C contact pat-

terns not only at large chromosomal scales (Figures 1C–1E)

but also at shorter scales, i.e., at the TAD and sub-TAD levels

(Figures 1F, S1C, and S1D). Notably, from the SBS model, the

thermodynamics ensemble of chromosomal 3D conformations

can also be derived; a snapshot, e.g., of a single-molecule

conformation of chromosome 20 is pictured in Figure 1G.

Additionally, to prove the general validity of the method, we

tested its performance on a mouse embryonic stem cell

(mESC) Hi-C dataset at 40 kb resolution (Dixon et al., 2012),

finding that the PRISMR inferred and experimental contact

matrices have high correlation values across chromosomes,

comparable to those reported above for the 5 kb human data

(Figures S2A and S2B). The overall features of the binding do-

mains in mESC are similar to those of human GM12878 cells,

but the details of their arrangement along the sequence is cell

type specific.

Themodel binding domains (colors) are the output of PRISMR.

The algorithm returns 30 different binding domains per chromo-

some in GM12878 cells (Figure 1D; see STAR Methods).
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Figure 1. Distinct yet genomically overlapping binding domains explain Hi-C data across chromosomes in a cell-type-specific manner

(A) Our method combines machine learning and polymer physics to infer from only Hi-C data the genomic location of the minimal set of binding sites required to

recapitulate chromatin conformations genome-wide by use of the SBS polymer model of chromatin. Additionally, by correlations with epigenetic data, the in-

ferred binding domains can be assigned a molecular barcode.

(B) Scheme of the SBS polymer model of chromatin: it quantifies the scenario where diffusing binders bridge and loop distal cognate binding sites. Each colored

bead is a single binding site. The genomic location of the binding sites encodes the 1D information whereby their cognate binders produce the 3D structure via

polymer physics.

(C) In situ Hi-C data (Rao et al., 2014) of the entire chromosome 20 at 5 kb resolution in human GM12878 cells.

(D) Plots displaying the position and abundance of the different types of binding sites (binding domains) along chromosome 20, as inferred by our method. For

visualization purposes, the different domains, each represented by a different color, are drawn in groups of 10 in different rows. Albeit derived from only Hi-C data,

the binding domains have specific correlations each with a set of epigenetic marks, and the colors reflect those associations (see Figure 3).

(E) The model-inferred contact matrix of chromosome 20 has a Pearson, distance-corrected Pearson, and stratum-adjusted correlation with Hi-C respectively

equal to r = 0.97, r0 = 0.85, and SCC = 0.92. Similar results are found across chromosomes (Figure S1A) and in murine cells (Figure S2A).

(F) Comparison of Hi-C (top triangle) and model (bottom triangle) contacts in two 2-Mb-wide genomic regions along chromosome 20.

(G) Time snapshot of the 3D structure of the SBS model of chromosome 20.
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Interestingly, we find that the binding domains arrangement

along a chromosome is highly non-trivial: the different types of

binding sites do not simply occupy separate, contiguous regions
but are spread across the whole chromosome and overlap each

other (Figure 1D). In particular, although a single binding

domain includes on average the equivalent of a genomic length
Cell Reports 38, 110601, March 29, 2022 3
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Figure 2. The inferred binding domains are validated against mutations at the Sox9 locus

(A) Contact data (Franke et al., 2016) of the wild-type Sox9 locus from cHi-C experiments in E12.5 limb buds (top) and of the corresponding SBS model (bottom)

have a correlation r = 0.97 and r0 = 0.87.

(B) Based on the wild-type (WT) model, the contact map of a mutant bearing the DupL duplication is predicted from polymer physics (bottom). It has a good

correlation (r = 0.92, r0 = 0.63) with independent DupL cHi-C data (top [Franke et al., 2016]). Model predictions are also validated across the other available Sox9

mutations (Figure S3).

(C) Mapping the model contacts on the DupL full genome clarifies the origin of the associated neo-TAD (red). The colored circles mark corresponding interaction

regions as mapped on the WT and DupL full genomes.

(D and E) Snapshots of the model-predicted 3D conformation of, respectively, the WT and DupL locus (the color scheme reflects the colored bars in (A) and (C)

with its neo-TAD. Different mutations result in different 3D structures, and distinct enhancer-hijackings, explaining their phenotypes (Figure S3).
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of 3.1 ± 1.9 Mb, it covers genomic extensions rInt, more than one

order of magnitude longer, up to tens of Mbs (Figure S2C; STAR

Methods), hence capturing contacts occurring up to chromo-

somal scales. The distribution of rInt, P(rInt), is significantly

different from a random control model obtained by bootstrap-

ping the location of binding sites and is asymptotically consistent

with a power-law scaling, P � 1/rInt, typical of hierarchical struc-

tures made of domains within domains, as in Cantor sets (Fig-

ure S2C; STARMethods). The broad range of values of rInt shows

that chromatin interactions extend above the size of single TADs,

with higher-order 3D structures formed at scales below and

above the A/B compartment level (Fraser et al., 2015). The

derived 3D structures of chromosomes (Figure 1G) shows

indeed that, rather than being a linear chain of TADs, they tend

to fold on themselves in complex structures, such as meta-

TADs (Fraser et al., 2015).

Taken together, the high correlations found between the SBS

model and the Hi-C contact data show that the 1D binding do-

mains inferred by PRISMR contain information sufficient to reca-

pitulate 3D contact patterns genome-wide in human and mouse

cells. That sheds light on the molecular mechanisms shaping

chromosome architecture, supporting the view that the combi-

natorial action of a comparatively small number of TFs, medi-
4 Cell Reports 38, 110601, March 29, 2022
ating the interactions between cognate binding sites, can spon-

taneously fold chromatin into its 3D structure.

Validation of the inferred binding domains against
duplications in the Sox9 locus
To validate the binding domains inferred by our approach, i.e.,

the determinants of folding and their envisaged mode of action,

we compared our model predictions against previous indepen-

dently produced cHi-C data in E12.5 limb bud cells from mice

carrying homozygous structural variants in the Sox9 locus

(Franke et al., 2016). We considered three mutations (Figures

2, and S3A–S3C): a 0.4-Mb duplication (DupS) in the non-coding

DNA region within the Sox9 gene TAD (intra-TAD duplication),

associated with female to male sex reversal in humans; a 1.6-

Mb duplication (DupL) that encompasses the neighboring TAD

boundary with no phenotypic effect; and a slightly longer, 1.8-

Mb duplication (DupC), associated with limb malformation,

which also includes Kcnj2, the next flanking gene. Specifically,

we implemented those mutations in the SBS polymer model of

the wild-type region in limb buds inferred by PRISMR and

derived the novel contact matrices from polymer physics with

no fitting parameters whatsoever. We found, in agreement with

the experiments, that a separate chromatin domain (termed a
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‘‘neo-TAD’’ [Franke et al., 2016]) arises in the inter-TAD duplica-

tions DupL and DupC, whereas the intra-TAD duplication DupS

does not affect the overall TAD structure. The Pearson and dis-

tance-corrected Pearson correlation coefficients between the

model predicted and cHi-C contact maps across the three mu-

tations are as high as r = 0.95 and r0 = 0.76, reflecting their

good degree of similarity (Figure 2, and S3A–S3C).

Those results provide a stringent validation to our approach

and demonstrate that predictions on the 3D structure of chro-

matin based on the inferred binding domains can be accurate

to the point of anticipating ectopic contacts produced by dis-

ease-associated mutations.

Mutation-specific enhancer hijackings within Sox9 neo-
TADs link to different phenotypes
To understand the origin of the ectopic contacts in the mutated

systems, within our model we dissected the interactions of the

duplicated from the original DNA sequences and the corre-

sponding 3D structures, information inaccessible via Hi-C data

(Figures 2, S3D, and, S3E).

DupS is fully includedwithin the TAD encompassingSox9 (Fig-

ure S3A). Within our model, a TAD and its corresponding enrich-

ment of interactions derive from the presence of a prevailing type

of binding sites in that DNA region. Hence, the duplicated and

the original sequence in DupS (region B20 and B2 in Figure S3D)

share many homologous binding sites, which produce the con-

tacts between such regions visible in the interaction matrix map-

ped along the full, duplicated genome (Figures S3A–S3D). When

those contacts are mapped back onto the wild-type sequence,

an excess of interactions appears localized around the mutated

region within the corresponding TAD, but no major changes to

the overall contact pattern, as experimentally found in cHi-C

data (Franke et al., 2016). The model-derived 3D structure of

the mutated locus shows, indeed, that the duplicated region re-

mains well embedded into the rest of the locus (Figure S3F).

Conversely, in DupL, the duplicated region spans two TADs

(Figure 2). In our model, those TADs are produced by different

prevailing types of binding sites. Accordingly, the portion of the

duplication within the Sox9 TAD (region B10 in Figure 2C) has en-

riched contacts with itself and its corresponding original

sequence (B1) but less with the portion of the duplication within

the flanking TAD and its original sequence (regions A20 and A2,

respectively). Since B10 is enriched in self-contacts but has

comparatively less interaction with its neighboring genomic re-

gions A20 and A2, it forms a neo-TAD, remaining partially isolated

from the rest, as seen in a snapshot of the 3D structure of the lo-

cus (Figure 2E, red region). Since the isolated neo-TAD does not

include main genes, DupL has no phenotype (Franke et al.,

2016).

Finally,DupC produces a neo-TAD,much asDupL; however, it

now includes a copy of the next flanking gene, Kcnj2 (Fig-

ure S3C). As seen in the contact matrix of the full genome, within

the neo-TAD the duplicated Kcnj2 establishes ectopic contacts

with the duplicated part of the regulatory region of Sox9. So,

Kcnj2 is mis-expressed, leading to the associated phenotype

(Franke et al., 2016).

In brief, our findings clarify how mutations impact chromatin

architecture and the mode of action of the 3D structure in regu-
lating gene activity. In particular, they explain how the consid-

ered structural genomic variations at the Sox9 locus differently

alter 3D conformation and gene regulation by specific enhancer

hijackings, resulting in distinct phenotypes.

Histonemark profiles of binding domains provide a code
linking architecture to epigenetics
To shed light on the nature of the model inferred binding sites

(Figure 1D), we correlated their genomic locations with histone

mark tracks available in the ENCODE database (Dunham et al.,

2012) for the GM12878 cell line (Figure 3). We employed the

binding domains derived from even-numbered chromosomes

to compute such correlations, in order to later use the derived

barcode linking binding site types and epigenetics to predict

independently the architecture of odd-numbered chromo-

somes. In our analysis, we retained only statistically significant

correlation values, i.e., those above a random control model,

with sites having bootstrapped genomic positions (STAR

Methods). We find, across chromosomes, that each binding

domain correlates with a specific combination of different

epigenetic factors rather than with a single one (Figure S4A).

Next, since the different binding domains tend to fall into

groups with similar epigenetic profiles, we performed a hierar-

chical clustering to identify genome-wide significantly distinct

epigenetic classes (Figure S4A STAR Methods). By use of the

Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974), we derived

that there are nine statistically different groups (Figures 3A

and S4B).

Three classes of binding domains strongly correlate with

active chromatin marks (Figure 3A), but they are distinct from

an epigenetic point of view. Whereas class 1 is enriched for

only active marks, classes 2 and 3 are both enriched also in

H3K9me3. Also, class 3 shows a stronger correlation with

H3K4me1 compared with class 2, a histone mark associated

especially with active enhancer regions (Boettiger et al., 2016;

Ernst et al., 2011; Gifford et al., 2013; Ho et al., 2014; Javierre

et al., 2016). Interestingly, the genomic positions of the sites of

the first three classes (Figure 3B) are partially correlated with

each other (Figure S4F; STARMethods). Their histone signatures

are also consistent with DNA accessibility, early replication time,

and RNA-seq transcription data (Figure S4C). That supports the

view that the binding sites in classes 1, 2, and 3 are responsible

and genome-wide, especially for specific contacts between

transcribed and regulatory regions, mediated by factors such

as active Pol-II, as experimentally demonstrated at a number

of loci (Barbieri et al., 2017). Class 4 has the typical signature

of bivalent chromatin, with H3K27me3 combined with active

marks. Its binding sites could be responsible for interactions be-

tween regions including, for instance, poised genes and their

regulators, as seen in FISH co-localization experiments (Barbieri

et al., 2017). Classes 5 and 6 are significantly correlated with

H3K27me3 and, for example, could be responsible for the exper-

imentally observed self-interacting domains of polycomb repres-

sive complex (PRC)-repressed chromatin (Kundu et al., 2017).

Interestingly, the first six classes all correlate with CCCTC-bind-

ing factor (CTCF) binding sites (Figure S4C), but not the remain-

ing classes. That confirms the significance of CTCF in regulating

chromatin architecture and gene activity (see, e.g., Tang et al.,
Cell Reports 38, 110601, March 29, 2022 5
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Figure 3. Histone mark profiles of binding domains provide a code linking architecture to epigenetics

(A) The model binding domains, inferred from Hi-C data only, correlate each with a specific set of epigenetic tracks. They cluster in nine main classes genome-

wide according to their correlations with the ENCODE key histone marks shown (Figure S4). The epigenetic profile, i.e., the barcode, of the centroid of each class

is shown in the heatmap. The nine classes match well the chromatin states derived in epigenetic segmentation studies.

(B) Binding site abundance along chromosomes is not uniform (p < 0.05), as shown here for chromosome 20.

(C) Profile of histone marks along chromosome 20.
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2015), pointing out that its role can be modulated by different

sets of histone marks and molecular factors.

Classes 7 and 8 display a lack of active marks, but whereas

class 8 does not correlate with any of the used histone marks,

class 7 shows a correlation with H3K9me3, a mark usually asso-

ciated with constitutive heterochromatin and lack of TF binding,

explaining the tendency of heterochromatin regions to cluster in

space. Finally, class 9 (named ‘‘low signal’’) has a very low cor-

relation with available histone marks. However, consistently

with previous studies (Boettiger et al., 2016; Ernst et al., 2011;

Gifford et al., 2013; Ho et al., 2014; Javierre et al., 2016), it covers

almost 15% of the genome, whereas the other classes range

from around 2% to 10% in genomic coverage (Figure S4D). Inter-

estingly, the different classes are significantly differently en-

riched over the different chromosomes and are not consistent

with a uniform random genomic distribution (Figure S4E; p <

0.05; STAR Methods).

To understand the relative importance of the different types of

binding domains in shaping chromatin architecture, we conduct-

ed a set of in silico experiments with mutant models where each

class, one at the time, was erased. Specifically, from the wild-

type chromosome models we removed the binding domains of

a given class. Next, we computed the contact maps of the

mutated model and measured across chromosomes the varia-

tion of the Pearson r and distance-corrected Pearson correlation

coefficient r0 between the mutated model and wild-type Hi-C

contact map (STARMethods). The variation was found to be pro-
6 Cell Reports 38, 110601, March 29, 2022
portional to the genomic coverage of the different classes in both

cases (Figures S4G and S4H). That implies that no binding class

has a special role in holding the architecture of the genome in

place. The linear relation whereby the removal of, say, 10% of

binding sites genome-wide results in a roughly 10% reduction

of r highlights the structural stability of the system: the removal

of a small fraction of binding sites proportionally alters the struc-

ture but does not produce a sudden collapse of the architecture.

Finally, as a control of the robustness of the association be-

tween binding site types and epigenetics, we applied the same

approach to the aforementioned mESCs (Dixon et al., 2012), us-

ing the corresponding set of ENCODE histone modifications in

mouse, and found an overall analogous classification (Figure S5).

Summarizing, the inferred binding site types have each a spe-

cific epigenetic barcode falling in classes that match well those

found by previous epigenetic genome segmentation studies

(Boettiger et al., 2016; Ernst et al., 2011; Gifford et al., 2013;

Ho et al., 2014; Javierre et al., 2016). However, our binding do-

mains are inferred from only Hi-C data without prior knowledge

of epigenetics; hence, they bring together independent informa-

tion on architecture and epigenetics. A crucial feature of the

model binding domains to explain contact data is that the

different types do overlap with each other along the genome at

the resolution of the considered Hi-C data. Therefore, they natu-

rally provide each DNA window with a distinctive set of binding

site types. This is an important difference with 1D epigenetic

segmentation classes: by definition, those have no genomic
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overlap; thus, each DNA window is associated with only one of

such classes. Epigenetic segmentations have been shown,

though, to correlate with Hi-C contacts (Ho et al., 2014; Jost

et al., 2014; Di Pierro et al., 2016).

Epigenetic linear segmentation only partially captures
chromatin folding
To deepen our comprehension of the interplay of chromosome

epigenetics and folding, we investigated the architectural infor-

mation content retained in 1D epigenetic segmentations of the

genome and compared it with the DNA barcoding given by the

classes of our binding domains (Figure 4). As done in previous

studies (Boettiger et al., 2016; Ernst et al., 2011; Gifford et al.,

2013; Ho et al., 2014; Javierre et al., 2016), we segmented chro-

mosomes in nine epigenetic classes based only on ENCODE his-

tonemarks (Figure S6A). For simplicity, we opted for nine classes

to match the number of the different types of binding domains

found above (which is comparable to those in previous segmen-

tation studies). Next, we derived in silico the contact maps pre-

dicted by a polymer model based only on such a 1D epigenetic

segmentation. Specifically, we considered a polymer model

where chromatin physical interactions occur only between ho-

mologous 1D-segmented epigenetic regions. Interestingly,

although the overall contact patterns from such a model visually

resemble Hi-C patterns, their distance-corrected Pearson corre-

lation r0 with Hi-C data is low: the mean value of correlations

across chromosomes are r = 0.79 and r0 = 0.17 (e.g., for chromo-

some 20, r = 0.80, r0 = 0.21; Figure S6F). To check that our results

were not affected bymore complex choices of segmentation, we

also considered the established ChromHMM (Ernst and Kellis,

2012; Kundaje et al., 2015) 15-state segmentation of the

GM12878 cell line (Figure S6C). Although the number of classes

is higher than the one in our 1D segmentation above, their epige-

netic profiles are similar, and the correlations between the corre-

sponding model contact maps and Hi-C data are similar, too,

with a mean across chromosomes of r = 0.78 and r0 = 0.16

(e.g., for chromosome 20, r = 0.78, r’ = 0.19; Figure S6G). Hence,

the patterns derived from a polymer model constructed from 1D

epigenetic segmentation is only partially better than one where

Hi-C pairwise interactions are replaced by the average value cor-

responding to that genomic separation. Conversely, a SBS

model with nine types of binding domains, based on epigenetics

classes, genomically overlapping as discussed before, has

higher correlations, with a mean across chromosomes of r =

0.87 and r0 = 0.45 (STAR Methods); and, as stated, the model

with the full set of inferred binding domains has a mean of r =

0.94 and r0 = 0.74. To highlight similarities and differences

between the experimental and the 1D segmentation model pre-

dicted contact patterns, we show a zoom of a 20-Mb-wide re-

gion on chromosome 20 in Figures 4A–4C and a 10-Mb zoom

in Figures S7A–S7F.

To understand the partial failure of 1D epigenetic segmentation

in explaining contact data (Figures 4B and 4C), for each pair of

genomic sites we identified the binding domain that mostly con-

tributes to their pairwise interaction within the full SBSmodel (Fig-

ures 4D–4F; STARMethods). For clarity, we focused on the case-

study 20-Mb-wide region on chromosome 20 of Figure 4. Plaid

patterns are visible in its Hi-C contact map, as expected from A/
B compartments (Figure 4A); they are also visible in the matrix

of the most contributing binding domains (Figure 4F), where rich

and fine substructures appear as well. Consider, for instance,

the TAD associated with region C in Figure 4. The interactions

within that TAD are mainly related to binding domains in class 7

(magenta; Figure 4F), which is indeed the most abundant within

the genomic region where C is located (Figure 4E). Its interactions

with the upstream region A can be simply traced back to homo-

typic interactionswithin class 7 itself, which is also themost abun-

dant in A. However, the flanking region B, in which class 6 (dark

blue) is the first most abundant, also interacts with C. That occurs

because class 7 is the secondmost abundant in B and because in

C class 6 is, in turn, the secondmost abundant. Such an example

illustrates that a linear epigenetic segmentationmodel with homo-

typic interactions fails to account for the complexity of the

observed contact pattern because a homotypic interaction be-

tween B and C would only occur if the two regions belonged to

the same class. Analogously, the contacts between regions A

and B originate from different overlapping binding domains

included in those regions. Similar reasoning can be extended to

the plaid pattern of A/B compartments (which is a specific

example of a two-classes genome 1D segmentation) capturing

the overall interactions between homologous active and

repressed regions, respectively (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009;

Rao et al., 2014). Yet, a much more complex and finer structure

of contacts exists (including interactions across A and B compart-

ments). Indeed, it has been shown that polymer models based on

a linear epigenetic classification of domains are forced to include

heterotypic interactions to accurately explain Hi-C data (Di Pierro

et al., 2016). Consistent with such a picture, polymer models

informed with tracks of binding sites of multiple proteins/factors,

i.e., models where in a given DNA region more than one protein/

factor can bind, perform well in recapitulating complex micro-

scopy and Hi-C contact patterns (see, e.g. Barbieri et al., 2017;

Brackley et al., 2016b).

Overall, homotypic interactions between the domains of a

coarse-grained linear epigenetic segmentation of the genome,

such as compartment A/B, are not enough to explain the speci-

ficity of Hi-C patterns with high accuracy, since a complexity of

relevant heterotypic contacts exists between those regions. The

origin of those heterotypic interactions is understood within our

analysis showing that multiple binding domains are present in

a genomic segment. Their genomic 1D combinatorial overlaps

associate a distinctive interaction profile to each DNA segment,

containing the information required to produce spontaneously,

through physics mechanisms like those discussed above, the

complex details of the system 3D conformations (Figure 4). In

turn, the specific set of histone marks barcoding each binding

domain provides a code linking epigenetic to architecture.

The epigenetic barcode of binding domains predicts de

novo chromatin architecture
To validate the identified association between linear epigenetic

features and chromosome conformations, we considered a

reverse approach whereby, starting from only epigenetics data

through the mentioned code, we identify the key binding sites of

a set of independent chromosomes and, next, predict their con-

tact matrices via polymer physics (Figure 5A). Specifically, we
Cell Reports 38, 110601, March 29, 2022 7
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Figure 4. Chromatin architecture patterns are only partially captured by linear epigenetic segmentation

(A and B) (A) In situ Hi-C data (Rao et al., 2014; scales as in Figure 1) of a 20-Mb-wide region on chromosome 20 in GM12878 and (B) its linear epigenetic

segmentation are shown.

(C) Contact map of the entire chromosome 20 of a model based only on homotypic interactions between linear segmented epigenetic domains has a Pearson

correlation r = 0.80 with the Hi-C data, but it has a low distance-corrected correlation r0 = 0.21, showing only a partial improvement over a control model where

each interaction is replaced by the average at the corresponding genomic separation. Here, a 20-Mb region is zoomed to highlight the different patterns.

(D) Contact map of the inferred SBS model of chr20 has r = 0.97 and r0 = 0.85 with its Hi-C data.

(E) PRISMR-inferred first and second most abundant binding-site types of the SBS model of the 20-Mb region are shown.

(F) The plot of the SBSmost contributing binding domain to each pairwise contact highlights that a combinatorial overlap of different binding-site types along the

sequence, missing in linear segmentations is required to capture the complexity and specificity of interaction patterns. For example, interactions (CC) within the

TAD in region C are mainly related to binding domains in class 7 (magenta), the most abundant one in C. A and C also interact mainly through class 7, the most

abundant in A, too. Yet, region B, where class 6 (dark blue) is the most abundant, interacts with Cmainly through class 7, its secondmost abundant. Analogously,

contacts between A and B originate from different overlapping binding domains in those regions.
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exploited the epigenetic barcoding provided by the classification

of the binding domains of even-numbered chromosomes, as pre-

viously described, to identify de novo the binding sites of odd-

numbered chromosomes. To determine the locations and types

of the binding sites, we partitioned each 5-kb genomic window

(5 kb is the resolution of Hi-C) of odd-numbered chromosomes

in equal-sized, 0.5-kb sub-windows, which we epigenetically pro-

filed bymeasuring the abundance of thementioned key set of his-

tone marks (STAR Methods). We then computed the correlations

between the epigenetic profile of each sub-window and the cen-

troids of the nine epigenetic classes of the binding domains of

even-numbered chromosomes (Figure 3A). We focused on those

epigenetics classes because they recapitulate themain functional

groups found in segmentation studies; additionally, considering

nine types of sites is more stringent than considering all the bind-

ing domains found on even chromosomes, as exploiting such a

larger set of domains would only improve the results. Finally,

each sub-window of odd-numbered chromosomes was assigned

a binding site type corresponding to the epigenetic class having

the highest correlation (Figure 5A; STAR Methods).

Once we obtained the genomic locations of the binding sites

along odd-numbered chromosomes, we computed their contact

matrices via the SBS polymer model and compared them with

the corresponding in situ Hi-C maps (Figure S7G). Figures 5B
8 Cell Reports 38, 110601, March 29, 2022
and 5C show, for example, the contact data of the entire chro-

mosomes 19 and 21 predicted by use of the above-defined

code, which as stated links binding sites, i.e., architecture, to

epigenetic marks. In all the considered cases, the predicted

matrices well capture the patterns of interactions seen in Hi-C

data across genomic distances. The correlation and distance-

corrected correlation coefficients (Figure S7H) are much higher

than those found by 1D epigenetic segmentation, as seen above

(e.g., r = 0.91 and r0 = 0.47 and r = 0.91 and r0 = 0.63 for, respec-

tively, chromosomes 19 and 21).

Taken together, our results show that the barcode linking epi-

genetics marks to the binding sites inferred by PRISMR from

Hi-C data, albeit still incomplete, can predict the genome’s 3D

architecture to a good level of accuracy. A crucial difference be-

tween our and epigenetic segmentation strategies to predict

chromatin contacts is the intrinsically overlapping nature of bind-

ing domains, lacking in segmentations, which is necessary to

recapitulate accurately the complex pattern of chromatin

interactions.

DISCUSSION

To infer from Hi-C data the different types of DNA binding sites

determining chromosome architecture and their genomic
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Figure 5. The epigenetic barcode of binding domains predicts de novo chromatin contacts
(A) In a reverse approach, we correlate the epigenetic profiles of the binding domains from even chromosomes with epigenetic signals from odd chromosomes to

identify the binding sites of the latter. Next, we use the SBS polymer model to predict 3D structures and contact matrices of odd chromosomes to be compared

against independent Hi-C data.

(B) Top: in situHi-C data (Rao et al., 2014; scales as in Figure 1) of the entire chromosome 19 in GM12878. Bottom: the predicted contact matrix has a correlation,

a distance-corrected correlation, and a stratum adjusted correlation with Hi-C respectively equal to r = 0.91, r0 = 0.47, and SCC = 0.65.

(C) Top: Hi-C data of the entire chromosome 21. Bottom: the predicted contact matrix has correlations with Hi-C equal to r = 0.91, r0 = 0.63, and SCC = 0.50.
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position, we employed a procedure based on machine learning

and the physics of the SBS polymer model of chromatin (Bianco

et al., 2018). The SBS model quantifies the scenario where mo-

lecular factors (such as TFs) establish DNA contacts and loops

between distal cognate binding sites (Nicodemi and Prisco,

2009), and our procedure returns the putative binding sites spe-

cific to the model of each given chromosome. We found that the

3D structures derived by the model informed with the inferred

binding domains explain Hi-C data genome-wide with high ac-

curacy in human GM12878 B-lymphoblastoid cells (Rao et al.,

2014) and mESCs (Dixon et al., 2012). That shows that the basic

molecular ingredients considered by the model are sufficient to

explain contact patterns across genomic scales. As the identi-

fied binding domains encode the molecular information required

to fold chromatin, they provide an architectural codewhereby 3D

conformations can be assembled based on the 1D sequence

(Figure 6). To explain folding with high accuracy, they have a

cell type-specific combinatorial organization along chromo-

somes, which is needed to control the intricate multitude of

genomic interactions captured in Hi-C maps and their functional

specificity, via a comparatively smaller number of molecular fac-

tors. Additionally, the non-trivial arrangement of binding domains
provides structural stability to the 3D conformation of the

genome, as experimentally reported (Barutcu et al., 2018;

Kubo et al., 2017; Nora et al., 2017; Rao et al., 2017; Rodrı́-

guez-Carballo et al., 2017). We found that binding domains pro-

duce chromatin interactions extending across chromosomal

scales, from below the size of TADs, to A/B compartments, up

to entire chromosomes, in a hierarchy of higher-order 3D struc-

tures as in the meta-TAD picture (Fraser et al., 2015).

Next, we associated each of the Hi-C inferred binding domains

to an epigenetic profile based on their genomic correlation with a

few important ENCODE histone marks. The model binding do-

mains turn out to belong to main epigenetic classes, similar in

human and mouse cell types, which well match known chro-

matin states (e.g., active, poised, repressed) derived by linear

segmentation studies (Boettiger et al., 2016; Ernst et al., 2011;

Gifford et al., 2013; Ho et al., 2014; Javierre et al., 2016). Howev-

er, as stated, the identified binding domains have broad overlaps

along the genome, a feature missing in linear segmentations but

required to explain Hi-C accurately. The few coarse-grained

epigenetic classes discussed here constitute only a first, simpli-

fied description of the epigenetic features of the binding domains

that shape chromatin architecture. More generally, their barcode
Cell Reports 38, 110601, March 29, 2022 9



Figure 6. Chromatin 3D architectural information is encrypted in a combinatorial 1D arrangement of epigenetically barcoded binding sites

Our approach infers, from Hi-C data only, the minimal set of binding sites along the 1D genome sequence (middle) required to produce, via interactions with

diffusing cognate binding molecules (i.e., via polymer physics) 3D structures (right) consistent with Hi-C data. Next, we find that different combinations of

epigenetic factors (left, vertical bars) mark the distinct inferred binding-site types (bead colors), which fall into epigenetic classes well matching functional

chromatin states known from linear segmentation studies. However, the binding sites have a genomic overlapping, combinatorial organization, lacking in

epigenetic segmentations, necessary to explain Hi-C contacts with high accuracy genome-wide. The resulting code linking specific sets of epigenetic signals to

different types of binding sites (middle, bottom) can predict de novo chromatin conformations, e.g., after genetic or epigenetic variations, showing that the

inferred combinatorial 1D arrangement of binding sites carries accurate 3D architectural information.
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is expected to be associated with a broader set of (still partially

unknown) molecular factors, including histone marks, CTCF

(Rao et al., 2014), active/poised Pol-II (Barbieri et al., 2017),

lncRNAs (Quinodoz et al., 2021) and additional factors, such as

PRC1 (Kundu et al., 2017), PRC2 (Barbieri et al., 2017), and

MLL3/4 (Yan et al., 2018). Furthermore, molecular mechanisms

beyond those envisaged by the SBS model, such as DNA loop

extrusion (Brackley et al., 2017; Buckle et al., 2018; Fudenberg

et al., 2016; Sanborn et al., 2015), appear to play a role in chro-

mosome folding, and the code can be extended to accommo-

date them.

The inferred binding domains and the associated architectural

interaction code were tested by making predictions on the

changes of the 3D structure caused by a set of structural variants

at the Sox9 locus linked to human diseases. Notably, the pre-

dicted contact maps were confirmed by independent cHi-C

data in cells carrying such mutations (Franke et al., 2016) in a

stringent validation because there are no available fitting param-

eters. The model also helps understanding how the mutations

differently affect the 3D structure of the locus (e.g., forming

neo-TADs) and how that differently impacts gene regulation

and, hence, phenotype by enhancer hijackings.

Finally, in a reverse approach, based on the discovered code

linking epigenetics to the binding domains and, hence, to the 3D

architecture, we identified the binding sites of an independent

set of chromosomes from only their epigenetic marks. Those

binding sites were sufficient to predict de novo, via the SBS

model, the contact matrices of those chromosomes with good

accuracy, validating the inferred epigenetic-architecture code.

The binding domains have a cell type-specific genomic arrange-

ment, yet their overall features, as much as their epigenetic clas-

ses, are similar in the human and mouse cells investigated here,

hinting toward a general organizational principle.

Overall, the agreement between our results and the indepen-

dent experimental Hi-C data strengthens the scenario where

chromatin 3D architectural information is encoded in a 1D

combinatorial arrangement of epigenetically barcoded sites,

which can be inferred across chromosomes and cell types by

our computational approach. By integration of different genomic

data, it provides a quantitative picture of the cause-effect rela-
10 Cell Reports 38, 110601, March 29, 2022
tionship between epigenetics, architecture, and function, which

can help the development of tools in biomedicine to infer the link

between genotype and phenotype through the features of the

genomic landscape.

Limitations of the study
A limitation of our study is the 5 kb resolution of the data em-

ployed for computational feasibility, as it limits the accuracy of

our model in determining the link between 3D architecture and

epigenetic marks such as histone tracks and TF binding sites.

Furthermore, the inclusion in the model of additional molecular

signals and integration of data from different experimental as-

says, such as GAM, SPRITE, or microscopy, could improve its

predictive power.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

H3K4me1 ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF682WPF

H3K36me3 ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF662QFK

H3K9me3 ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF776OVW

H3K27me3 ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF167NBF

H3K4me2 ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF828CQV

H3K9ac ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF465KNK

H3K27ac ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF180LKW

H3K79me2 ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF396JIR

H3K20me1 ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF831WYD

H2AFZ ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF885XEM

CTCF ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF312KXX

RAD21 ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF567EGK

SMC3 ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF235BXX

POLR2A ChIP-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF368HBX

DNase-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF264NMW

Repli-seq G1 phase in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF001GNK

Repli-seq S1 phase in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF001GNR

Repli-seq S2 phase in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF001GNT

Repli-seq S3 phase in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF001GNX

Repli-seq S4 phase in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF001GOA

Repli-seq G2 phase in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF001GNN

Total RNA-seq in GM12878 ENCODE ENCFF273YJY

H3K4me3 in mouse ESCs ENCODE ENCFF796LDS

H3K4me1 in mouse ESCs ENCODE ENCFF817CZF

H3K36me3 in mouse ESCs ENCODE ENCFF001XWZ

H3K9me3 in mouse ESCs ENCODE ENCFF001YHE

H3K27me3 in mouse ESCs ENCODE ENCFF945LRL

Software and algorithms

LAMMPS Plimpton (1995) https://lammps.sandia.gov

POV-Ray Persistence of Vision Pty. Ltd http://www.povray.org/

BEDTools Quinlan and Hall (2010) https://bedtools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

HiCRep Yang et al. (2017) https://github.com/qunhualilab/hicrep
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Mario Nic-

odemi (mario.nicodemi@na.infn.it).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d This paper analyzes existing, publicly available data. Accession numbers for the datasets are listed in the key resources table.
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d All data and codes for the genome-wide analysis of binding domains have been publicly released on GitHub (https://github.

com/AndreaEsp/ChromBarCode).

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
METHOD DETAILS

The String & Binders Switch model of chromatin
To investigate the 3D structure of the genome, we employed the String & Binders Switch (SBS) model (Barbieri et al., 2012; Chiariello

et al., 2016; Nicodemi and Prisco, 2009). According to the SBS, a chromatin filament (from small loci to entire chromosomes) is

modeled as a self-avoiding walk polymer chain of beads, a fraction of which, named binding sites, interacts with diffusing molecular

binders. The interaction between binding sites and binders allows for the formations of loops along the polymer and, therefore, per-

mits its spontaneous folding (Figure 1B). Each bead can be bound only by its specific, cognate type of binders and, to fully describe

the complexity of the system, different types of interactions are allowed together with inert sites along the chain that do not interact

with any binder (apart from steric effects). We represent these different interactions as different ‘‘colors’’ of the system, ‘‘gray’’ beads

being the non-interacting particles (Figure 1B). Key parameters of the model are the concentration, c, and the binding energy, Eint, of

each different type of binder. As a function of c and Eint, the system of corresponding, cognate binding sites exhibits a coil-globule

phase transition from an open conformation (at low concentration or energy) to a globule, compact phase (at high concentration or

energy) as extensively discussed in previous studies (Barbieri et al., 2012; Chiariello et al., 2016; Conte et al., 2020). The presence of

different sets of binding sites (here named ‘‘binding domains’’ and represented with different colors) interacting with different,

cognate molecular factors allows the formation of complex 3D structures by microphase separation.

The PRISMR method
To determine the distribution of the different binding sites along the SBS polymer chain, here we used PRISMR, a previously illus-

trated machine learning procedure (Bianco et al., 2018). The PRISMR algorithm is a polymer physics-based method that, trained

on an experimental contact matrix (e.g., Hi-C or GAM), learns the minimal polymer model that, at equilibrium, best describes the

input. The learned model is then used to reconstruct the chromosome 3D structure and to make predictions of unseen data, e.g.,

on the effect of genomicmutations on chromatin organization. Althoughwe focus on the SBS polymer model to describe a chromatin

filament, the PRISMR algorithm can be easily generalized to different models.

A detailed description of the PRISMRmethod can be found in ref (Bianco et al., 2018). Here we just summarize the key points of the

algorithm. An SBS polymer model of a genomic region is composed of L beads, depending on the resolution of the input contact

matrix of the region. For instance, a 10Mb locus at 10 kb resolution is partitioned in L = 1000 bins. Furthermore, we split each of

the L bins into r different sub-units, considering that a single DNA bin could include many binding sites and interact with different

factors. The SBS polymer is then completely characterized by the arrangement of the binding sites along the chain. Given the number

n of different types of binding sites, PRISMR finds the color arrangement along the polymer chain by the minimization, via an iterative

Simulated Annealing (SA) Monte Carlo optimization procedure (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983; Salamon et al., 2002), of a specific cost func-

tionmade of two terms. The first term representing the distance between the experimental and themodel predicted contactmatrices;

the second one is a Bayesian term proportional to the total number of colored sites of the polymer through a parameter l and pe-

nalizes the addition of new colored beads. In this way we account for the necessity to fit well the input data and, at the same

time, we attempt to avoid overfitting. After initializing the SBS polymer in a random configuration, by assigning a random color to

each bead, a standard iterative SA procedure is performed, as available in public software repositories (see e.g. https://github.

com/perrygeo/simanneal), to optimize themodel (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983; Salamon et al., 2002). Schematically, each SA step consists

in randomly changing the color of a polymer bead, compute the average contact matrix of the new polymer, evaluate the new cost

function, compare it with the cost function in the previous step and, based on it, accept or reject the color change. SA steps are iter-

atively repeated until convergence (Bianco et al., 2018). The entire procedure is repeated many times by varying the polymer initial

configurations and the model parameters n, r, and l, to find their optimal values.

Details on the application of PRISMR genome-wide
In this study, we present the first genome-wide application of the algorithm. Precisely, here we applied PRISMR over the somatic

chromosomes of the human genome, obtaining, for each chromosome independently, the SBS polymer that best describes its cor-

responding Hi-Cmatrix. We employed published in situHi-C data (Rao et al., 2014) relative to the human GM12878 cell line at 5 kb of

resolution and normalized according to the method described in ref (Knight and Ruiz, 2013). To reduce the local noise in the input Hi-

C data, we applied a Gaussian filter with a standard deviation equal to 1 along both x and y directions. The optimal value of the pa-

rameters of the algorithm has been estimated as already described in ref (Bianco et al., 2018), that is, we repeated the SA procedure

many times starting from different initial conditions and different values of n, r, and l to set these parameters at the values that explain

the input datawithin a given accuracy. As input data for the optimal parameter evaluation, we used the contactmatrix of chromosome

12, a medium-sized chromosome, obtaining n = 30 different types of binding sites, r = 30 and l = 3310-5. The same values for the

parameters n, r, and l have been used to obtain the best SBS polymer for all the other chromosomes. However, we checked the
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robustness of the optimal parameters by evaluating them on different chromosomes and we found a variation of around 15%. For

example, we found n = 28 for the smaller chr19, while n = 34 for the larger chr8. Analogously, r and l change of around 15% across

chromosomes. Figure S1A shows the comparison between the chromosome-wide contact matrices inferred by PRISMR (lower trian-

gular maps) and the in situ Hi-C matrices (upper triangular maps) at 5 kb resolution. The global pattern obtained by PRISMR is highly

correlated with the experimental one as also quantified by the comparatively high values of the Pearson’s (r), distance-corrected

Pearson’s (r’) (Bianco et al., 2018) and stratum-adjusted (SCC) (Yang et al., 2017) correlation coefficients (Figure S1B, see below).

In the calculation of r and r’, to correct for outliers, we did not consider genomic distances below 25 kb. The PRISMRmethod is highly

generalizable across different experiments and data resolution. To test that, we also applied ourmethod to genome-wide Hi-C data in

mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells (Dixon et al., 2012) at 40 kb resolution (Figure S2A). The correlations between experimental and

model matrices obtained in mouse are as high as the values obtained in human, as shown in Figure S2B.

Structural variants at the Sox9 locus and validation of PRISMR
As a validation of the PRISMR inferencemethod and the SBSmodel, we implemented in-silico a set of three previously studied struc-

tural variants in E12.5 limb bud cells frommice (Franke et al., 2016). Specifically, we first derived an SBS polymer model of the region

chr11:109010000-114880000 (mm9), including the Sox9 gene, from wild-type capture Hi-C (cHi-C) data in E12.5 limb buds (Franke

et al., 2016). The cHi-C protocol incorporates a sequence capture step into a Hi-C procedure, so allowing high-resolution analysis of

targeted regions of the genome (Dryden et al., 2014). Next, we implemented on the wild-type model, independently, the following

duplications: DupS, an intra-TAD duplication of the region chr11:111760000-112160000; DupL, an inter-TAD duplication of the re-

gion chr11:110960000-112520000; DupC, another inter-TAD duplication of the region chr11:110760000-112520000. We then

computed the PRISMR predicted contact maps for each duplication, under no adjustable parameters, obtaining the following values

of correlations r and r’, between model and experimental matrices (excluding the effect of strong outliers <5th and >95th percentile):

r = 0.97 and r’ = 0.87 in theWT, r = 0.95 and r’ = 0.76 inDupS; r = 0.92 and r’ = 0.63 inDupL; r = 0.90 and r’ = 0.59 inDupC (Figure S3).

Matrix similarity evaluation
The agreement between experiment andmodel matrices has been quantified using Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r. We also used

two additional measures: 1) the distance corrected Pearson correlation coefficient, denoted by r’, that is the Pearson’s correlation

coefficient between the two matrices where we subtracted from each diagonal (corresponding to a given genomic distance) their

average contact frequency; 2) the stratum-adjusted correlation coefficient, denoted by SCC, from the HiCRep (Yang et al., 2017)

method with a smoothing parameter h = 10 and an upper bound of interaction distance equal to 5 Mb. These two measures have

been used to put aside the expected decreasing trend of the pairwise contact frequencywith genomic distance, which tends to domi-

nate in the simple Pearson correlation value.

Molecular dynamics simulations
To obtain 3D conformations of the PRISMR derived SBS models, shown in Figures 1G, 2D, 2E, S3F, and S3G, we performed Mo-

lecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. To this aim, we proceeded as described in ref (Chiariello et al., 2016). Briefly, the polymer chain

and the binders move in the system according to the Langevin equation, integrated with the LAMMPS software (Plimpton, 1995),

using standard dimensionless parameters (Kremer and Grest, 1990). The SBS parameters used are the same reported in ref (Chiar-

iello et al., 2016), i.e., the beads and binders interact with an interaction energy Eint = 8.1KbT and the binder concentration is high

enough to allow the coil-globule transition (c = 194 nmol/L for the Sox9 WT and similar values for the duplications). To make MD

computation times feasible for the entire chromosome 20, we considered a coarse-grained version of its SBS polymer, having a

50-fold reduced number of beads. All the conformations are taken in the equilibrium globular phase. In all the snapshots, beads co-

ordinates have been interpolated with a smooth third-order polynomial splice curve by using the POV-RAY (Persistence of Vision Pty.

Ltd) software.

Characterization of the binding domains arrangement along chromosomes
To study how the different binding domains (colors) span along the genome, we employed two main measures. The first one, that

measures the domain size, is the genomic coverage, i.e., the fraction of beads of a given color multiplied by the length of the chro-

mosome it belongs to. Averaging over all the sizes of the domains identified by PRIMSR across chromosomes, we find that the

genomic length covered by each domain is on average 3.1 Mb, with a standard deviation of 1.9 Mb, a value close to the mean-

size of a TAD. To measure, instead, the range of the interactions due to a single binding domain, we defined rint as two times the

standard deviation of the center of mass of that domain. The distribution of rint, P(rint), extends far beyond the size of the single

domain, ranging from a fewmega-bases tomore than 100Mb (Figure S2C). To check the statistical significance of the domains iden-

tified by PRISMR, we compared P(rint) with a control model obtained by randomly bootstrapping the location of our binding sites

along the genome, and we found that the two distributions are significantly different (p value<0.001, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test).

We also found that P(rint) is asymptotically consistent with a power-law scaling, as shown in Figure S2C where the right-hand side

of the distribution is well described by a power-law fit (dotted red curve in the graph).

Another way to test the significance of the binding domains identified by PRISMR is to measure their mutual overlap (Bianco et al.,

2018), to be compared with the expected level of overlap in the random model of bootstrapped domains mentioned before. To this
e3 Cell Reports 38, 110601, March 29, 2022
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aim, given a pair of different domains on a chromosome, we defined their overlap q as the sum of products of binding sites occur-

rences of the two colors in each genomic window, normalized to have q = 100% in the case of identical domains (the cartoon in Fig-

ure S2D gives a visual impression of what q is measuring). We found that the distribution P(q) of the overlap of the binding domains

predicted by PRISMR is significantly different (p value<0.001,Wilcoxon’s rank sum test) from the one expected in the random control

model (red and blue distributions in Figure S2D, respectively).

Epigenetic analysis of the binding domains
To obtain insight into their molecular nature, we analyzed the PRISMR inferred binding domains in the light of epigenetics data. To this

aim, we downloaded from the ENCODE database (Dunham et al., 2012) a set of 5 key histone modifications (H3K4me3, H3K4me1,

H3K36me3, H3K9me3 and H3K27me3) in the human GM12878 cell line. ChIP-Seq signals were binned at 5 kb resolution by summing

the signal contained within each 5 kb window (using the bedtools map tool from the bedtools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) software). After

that, to measure the similarity between our binding domains and the histone marks, we computed Pearson’s correlation coefficient be-

tween the number of binding sites of each domain and each histone mark profile. Next, we employed a control model to retain only

statistically significant correlations. To this aim, first, we computed the Pearson correlations between chromatin mark signals and ran-

domized binding domains signals obtained by bootstrapping their actual genomic locations; then, we retained as significant only the

correlation values above the 95th or below the 5th percentile of the distribution of the random correlations. We then collected data

in a rectangular matrix X, whose element Xij is either the significant correlation between the i-th binding domains and the j-th histone

mark or zero if the correlation was not significant. Since each row of X represents a binding domain’s correlation profile with the consid-

ered histone modifications, we refer to them as the epigenomic signature of the binding domain. To find binding domains with similar

epigenomic signatures, weperformed a hierarchical clustering analysis onX using thePythonSciPy clustering packagewith ‘Euclidean’

distance metric and ‘Ward’ linkage method. To assess the number of clusters in the hierarchical clustering output, we cut the dendro-

gram at different values (ranging from one to the number of binding domains) and evaluated the Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike,

1974) (AIC) as the number of clusters k is varied. As shown in Figure S4B, while no sharp transitions are present, the curve has a global

minimum at k = 9. We therefore grouped all the different rows of X in 9 different classes according to their affinity to each cluster (Fig-

ure S4A). Eachof the 9 classes can be characterized by the epigenetic signature of its centroid, which is the average histone signature of

the domains belonging to the given class (Figure 3A). To assignbiologicallymeaningful labels to the obtained classification,we looked at

the enrichment of several types of functional annotations. Precisely, we first binned each annotation track at 5 kb resolution, then, for

each pair of annotation mark and epigenetic class, we computed the average of the Pearson correlation values between that mark and

the binding domains of that class (see Figure S4C). The set of functional annotations in GM12878 cell line considered in this study is

taken from ENCODE and include: (1) all remaining available histone modifications; (2) transcription factors binding sites; (3) DNase hy-

persensitive sites; (4) replication timing data from the Repli-seq assay; (5) transcription data from RNA-seq assay (Figure S4C).

To further test the association between binding domains and epigenetics, we repeated the above analysis for the mouse case.

Specifically, we computed correlations among the genome-wide binding domains obtained from Hi-C data in mES cells and a cor-

responding set of ENCODE histone modifications in that cell line. As shown in Figures S5A–S5C, we found an overall similar epige-

netic classification of the binding domains in human and mouse.

Characterization of epigenetic classes of binding domains
The genomic coverage of a given epigenetic class has been computed as the fraction of sites of the binding domains belonging to

that class (Figure S4D). To study, instead, how the domains of a given class are distributed along the chromosomes, we counted, for

each class, the number of domains falling in each chromosome (Figure S4E, dotted lines are the average values). We found that their

distribution is significantly different over the different chromosomes, as measured by the comparison with a uniform distribution ob-

tained by randomly bootstrapping the domains of a given class over the chromosomes (p value<0.05 for each epigenetic class, Kol-

mogorov-Smirnov test). We also asked whether the genomic positions of the sites of the different classes (Figure 3B) were correlated

with each other. To figure out that, we computed the Pearson correlation between the genomic location of the sites of all the possible

pairs of epigenetic classes, averaged over the different chromosomes (Figure S4F). We found that classes with similar histone signa-

ture correlate with each other and anti-correlate with classes showing a very different histone pattern.

We investigated the impact of the different epigenetic classes on genome architecture bymeasuring the effect on contact matrices

of the withdrawal of the binding domains belonging to each class. Precisely, given the list of the binding domains of a class, we re-

placed their interacting binding sites with gray, non-interacting elements along each chromosome. We then computed the PRISMR

contact matrices of themodified SBS polymer andmeasured their correlations r and r’ with Hi-C. Finally, we evaluated the variation of

the correlation,Dr andDr’, with respect to the wild-typemodel (r = 0.94 and r’ = 0.76), averaged over all chromosomes. The variations

of r and r’ obtained are shown as a function of the genomic coverage of each epigenetic class in Figure S4G.

Most abundant and most contributing binding domains to chromatin pairwise contacts
As the different binding domains can overlap with each other, to better visualize their locations along the genome, we show in Fig-

ure 4E (upper bar) the 1st most abundant binding domain, i.e. the one with the largest number of binding sites, per bin. Analogously,

Figure 4E (lower bar) shows the 2nd most abundant binding domain per bin. In both cases, to help the visualization, the domains are

colored with their epigenetic class color.
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The contribution of the different binding domains in forming the interactions between bin pairs is then highlighted in Figure 4F,

where the colors of the most contributing binding domains are shown. Specifically, for a given pairwise contact, we defined the

contribution of a binding domain to that contact as the number of pairs of its binding site type between the two considered bins.

The binding domain having the highest number of binding site pairs is the most contributing one and is colored with the color cor-

responding to its epigenetic class.

Epigenetic linear segmentation models
To obtain a model based exclusively on the interaction among segments with a similar epigenetic profile, we considered the dataset

of five histone modifications discussed in section ‘‘epigenetic analysis of the binding domains’’. We marked each 5 kb genomic win-

dowwith the z-score value of the signal of each histone mark in that window. Then, we performed a hierarchical clustering analysis to

gather the genomic windows with similar histone profiles in 9 different groups, in order to match them with the 9 different types of

binding domains found above (Figure S6A). The obtained linear segmentation has been employed to define polymer models with

9 different colors corresponding to the different linear epigenetic classes (Figure 4B), where interactions can only occur between

same-colored windows. Finally, we derived in-silico the contact map of such amodel and compared it with the corresponding exper-

imental matrix (Figures 4A–4C, S6F, S7A–S7F). We repeated the same analysis by using a 15 state epigenetic segmentation of the

human genome, previously obtained (Kundaje et al., 2015) with the ChromHMM software (Ernst and Kellis, 2012). Precisely, we

downloaded the ChromHMM states specific for the GM12878 cell line (https://egg2.wustl.edu/roadmap/web_portal/), mapped

them on the 5 kb wide genomic windows considered in this study, derived in-silico the corresponding contact maps as above

and finally compared them with Hi-C (Figures S6G and S6B–S6D). We have also checked that by finer mapping the ChromHMM

states on 200 bp genomic windows, we obtain similar results. Finally, we have considered an additional model by assigning each

of the different binding sites the color of the epigenetic class it belongs to. We found that these 9 color SBS models, that in contrast

to the linear segmentation model has overlapping binding domains, have higher correlations with Hi-C.

Prediction of de novo chromatin structures from epigenetic data by combinatorial barcode
The derived combinatorial code linking 3D conformation to 1D epigenetic signature can be used to predict de novo binding domains

in independent chromosomes from epigenetics data only. Specifically, we used the code derived from the set of even-numbered

chromosomes in GM12878 to predict the location of the binding sites along the odd-numbered chromosomes in the same cell

line. To this aim, we partitioned each of their 5 kb windows (which is the in situ Hi-C data resolution) in ten 500-bp sub-windows

and binned the signal of the five key histone marks (H3K4me3, H3K4me1, H3K36me3, H3K9me3 and H3K27me3) in those sub-win-

dows. In this way, we obtained a state vector for each sub-window, whose components are the histone marks’ abundances in that

window.We checked that different sub-windows partitions, ranging from 5 to 20 sub-windows per bin, led to onlymarginally different

results. We then used the obtained state vectors to assign at each 500-bp window a color corresponding to one of the epigenetic

classes, so that 9 different types of binding site are allowed. Precisely, we computed the Pearson correlation coefficient between

the state vector and each row of the centroid matrix, then assigned to that sub-window a binding site type corresponding to the

epigenetic class with the highest correlation. Besides, twenty non-interacting ‘gray’ beads were added in each sub-window, so to

match the number of beads per 5kb-bin of the PRISMR inferred polymer models. The described procedure results in an SBS polymer

with 9 different binding domains, each of them interacting in a homotypic fashion. Afterward, we used the SBSmodel to calculate the

predicted polymers’ contact matrices and compared them with the independent Hi-C data (Figures S7G and S7H). As reflected by

the Pearson and distance corrected Pearson correlations, in all cases, the contact pattern is well described (see for instance chro-

mosomes 19 and 21 in Figure 5).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All the statistical tests employed are specified in the text and details provided in the method details section. Pearson, distance-

corrected Pearson and stratum-adjusted correlation coefficients (SCC) from the HiCRep method (Yang et al., 2017) were used to

compare experimental and simulated contact matrices. Pearson coefficients were also used to compare model binding sites with

epigenetic features. Wilcoxon’s rank-sum tests were applied to check the significance of binding domain overlaps and range of

interaction, while Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were used to compare the distributions of binding domains over the different

chromosomes.
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